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The AWRI helpdesk responds to technical issues encountered by Australian grapegrowers and winemakers,
identifies the root causes of problems and provides research-based, practical, up-to-date solutions.
Monitoring the technical trends encountered across the nation’s wine regions over the growing season is
a useful way to identify when information or assistance is required, at either a regional or national level.
Support is then provided via eBulletins, the AWRI website, webinars or face-to-face extension events. This
article examines some of the conditions experienced across the nation during vintage 2021 and the growing
season leading up to it, and some of the technical challenges encountered.
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IN BRIEF
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NSW and the AWRI later issued two eBulletins
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Based on the mild seasonal conditions
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across the country, good rainfall throughout
the season and minimal seasonal challenges,
producers have reported both exceptional
fruit quality and high yields. Wine Australia’s
national vintage survey has estimated an
Australian winegrape crush of 2.03 million
tonnes, the largest ever recorded, 17% above
the 10-year average of 1.74 million tonnes
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(Wine Australia 2021; also see page 73 in this
issue of the Wine & Viticulture Journal).
As for last vintage, the COVID-19 pandemic
put pressures on labour availability, particularly
for smaller growers and where hand picking
was required, with fewer international seasonal
workers available than usual and restrictions
on travel across state borders. However, the

Figure 1. Queries received by the AWRI helpdesk during vintage 2021 (1 January to 1 May 2021),
classified by keywords. Query numbers are represented as a percentage of total national queries.

cooler season and a drawn-out harvest did

management and requirements of ferments.
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allow additional time for resource planning
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early 2021 outbreaks of Mediterranean fruit fly
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maturation or wine ageing, SO2 removal due
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this, fires did occur in the Adelaide Hills

bleaching of young red wines.

BUSHFIRES AND PLANNED BURNS

(Cherry Gardens) and the Limestone Coast

‘Taints and contaminations’ queries

LOOKING TOWARDS VINTAGE 2022
The El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

(Blackford), with smaller spot or grass fires in

included the common occurrences of brine

system is currently neutral. A negative Indian

the Barossa Valley and McLaren Vale, South

leaks, hydraulic oil contaminations and burnt

Australia, and Wooroloo in the Swan district

pump stators. Other contaminations were

Ocean Dipole, however, has forecast warmer

of Western Australia. A forecast wetter 2021

caused by the use of non-standard wine

winter after previous rain events raised the

vessels or equipment, contaminations of

potential of a shorter window of opportunity

winemaking materials and facilities during the

to conduct planned burns to reduce bushfire

mouse plague across New South Wales and

risk. Several states therefore brought forward

Victoria, musty taints from the use of tainted

the start of their burns to early March, which

dry ice, indole development in sparkling

caused concerns from neighbouring wine

ferments and the potential for 2-isopropyl-3-

regions with fruit still on the vine. The AWRI

methoxypyrazine (responsible for ‘herbaceous’

worked with state and regional bodies to

or ‘green’ flavours) being imparted into wine

provide accurate information on controlled

from ladybirds. Examination of microbiological

burns and their impact on viticulture to support

queries indicated some wineries reported

communications with organisations conducting

higher acetic acid production in some white

burns. A large number of queries on smoke

ferments this vintage, possibly due to elevated

taint answered by the helpdesk were also

loads of microorganisms or botrytis on fruit

due to wineries processing 2020 wines and

which were not obvious by visual assessment.

investigations of smoky sensory characters
developing in wine with bottle ageing.

BIOSECURITY

OTHER TRENDS

frugiperda, was first detected in northern

The pest insect fall armyworm, Spodoptera
An increase in helpdesk queries

Queensland in January 2020 and later in NSW

sea surface temperatures in the eastern Indian
ocean and north of Australia which are likely
to lead to wetter-than-average conditions
this winter and into spring for south-eastern
Australia, with more neutral conditions forecast
for Western Australia (BOM Climate Outlook
July-September 2021).
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categorised under ‘winemaking practices’

in November 2020. This highly invasive pest

related to wineries seeking information on

has the potential to feed on grapevines but its

practices including carbonic maceration,

behaviour is not well understood. Chemical

skin contact, water addition, fortification,

controls were made available via Australian

sweetening, use of dried grapes in ferments,

Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority

brings relief to Australian grape and wine producers

fining, aeration of red ferments and nutrient

permits but were not required. A Queensland

Aust. N.Z. Grapegrower Winemaker 690:17-35.
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Wine Australia 2021 Vintage Report. Available
from: https://www.wineaustralia.com/market-insights/
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